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Preface

Contract management and risk tolerance are an ongoing concern for small 

businesses. For most, contract management creates a lose-lose situation. Done 

properly, it’s time-consuming and cumbersome, interfering with or slowing business 

as usual. When rushed or not done systematically, it adds unnecessary risk to your 

company.



This challenge affects both internal and third-party contracts. Because regardless of 

who writes the contract, it still requires careful review to ensure it protects your 

business interests and manages your overall risk profile.



Given the challenges of proper contract management, we wanted to explore the risk 

tolerance and contract management processes of SMBs. Are they comfortable with 

higher risk levels, preferring to save time, or do they prioritize risk management and 

make time to properly review contracts?



To answer these questions, we reached out to 100 small businesses to get some 

answers. Review our findings in the following pages.
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Methodology & Goals

This report is a result of an online survey taken of 100 CEO/COOs, Founders, 

Presidents, and Executive Leadership of small U.S.-based companies (fewer than 50 

employees) in the Professional Services and Technology industries.


 


Company Siz8

5 40% have 1-10 employeee

5 60% are 11-50 employees


 


Years in Business<

5 34% of the surveyed companies have been in business 4 years or less.;

5 32% have been in business 5-10 years.;

5 34% have been in business more than 10 years.


 


Goals for this Survey


In this survey, our aim wasy

5 To uncover how much risk SMBs are typically willing to take on and how that may 

differ depending on circumstancesI

5 To gain understanding about the types of risk that most SMBs are concerned 

aboutI

5 To understand how SMBs prioritize risk management decisions. 
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Key Takeaways

Small businesses are comfortable with risk and believe they’re managing business 

risk well. These beliefs impact their priorities and decisions about where they focus 

their attention, time, and money.



The pandemic has raised SMBs’ awareness of risk. They acknowledge the high cost of 

“doing nothing” about risk and admit that mitigating risk has become a higher 

priority over the past two years.


 


Financial and technology risks are top concerns for small businesses. But their focus 

may change when talking about risk in general versus risks they’re facing in the near 

future. 


 


Contracts don’t seem to be perceived as high risk concerns. Most SMBs review their 

own contracts. Smaller SMBs often sign contracts without reviewing them. Seven out 

of ten SMBs spend less than 5 hours reviewing a single contract. 



That said, an overwhelming majority of small businesses are interested in contract 

review tools that could help them manage risk.
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SMB Risk Tolerance

SMBs tend to have a high risk tolerance. Two-thirds of those surveyed consider 

themselves risk takers. 

67% consider themselves risk takers when it comes to business. No SMB saw 

themselves as unwilling to take risks.

Agree

completely

24.0%

Disagree

somewhat

10.0%

Neutral

23.0%

Agree

somewhat
43.0%

“I’m a risk taker when it comes to business.”
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While SMBs are concerned about risk, it isn’t their top priority. Overwhelmingly, small 

businesses report they’re primarily focused on growth. 

“I consider business risks but my focus is on growth.”

Nine out of 10 SMBs prioritize growth above risk management.d

i 34% prioritize growth completelyW

i 56% prioritize growth with some consideration for risk.

Agree

completely

34.0%

Disagree

somewhat

1.0%

Neutral
9.0%

Agree

somewhat

56.0%
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Ability to Manage Risks

SMBs express confidence in their ability to  manage risks. 82% believe they’re 

effectively managing risks in their business.

“I’m confident that I’m effectively managing all risks that my 

business faces.”

Agree

completely

34.0%

Disagree

somewhat

3.0%

Neutral
15.0%

Agree

somewhat

48.0%
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Setting Priorities

How do small businesses set priorities? Do they optimize for time or money? The 

answer may surprise you.

“For me, time is more important than money.”

Time is perceived as a highly valuable commodity by small businesses. Seven out of 

10 agree that time is more important than money.



This suggests that SMBs are more likely to prioritize saving time over saving money.

Agree

completely

30.0%

Disagree

somewhat

9.0%

Neutral
20.0%

Agree

somewhat

41.0%
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Changing Priorities 

as the Business Grows

As companies grow, risk management becomes more of a priority.



Our survey revealed that leaders of smaller SMBs (2–10 employees) are more 

comfortable with risk, but they worry more about the impact of business risks than 

larger SMBs (11–50 employees)

Larger SMBs are more confident that they understand all the risks their business 

faces, but they’re less confident that they’re effectively managing that risk. 

I’m a risk taker when it

comes to business

I spend a lot of time

worrying about

business risks

2-10 Employees 11-50 Employees

80%

43%

59%

34%

I’m confident that I 
understand all the risks 
my business faces

I’m confident that I 
effectively manage all 
my risks

2-10 Employees 11-50 Employees

74%

88%

80%

79%
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These differences may reflect the impact of changing priorities as a business grows. 



In a business with only a few employees, the owner/director feels responsible for the 

company’s well-being. Although they’re comfortable with taking risks, they’re aware 

of the impact risks can have on the people who work with them.



As companies grow, they hire legal experts and operations directors who have 

experience managing strategic areas of the business. Each hire shares in the 

responsibility for managing risks. 



And with expert help steering the business, business owners feel more confident 

that they understand the risks they face. At the same time, with more employees, 

they’re also slightly less confident that they can manage their growing risks.
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Types of Risk that Cause 
Concern

When thinking broadly about risks, SMBs are most likely to be concerned about risks 

related to technology (cyber threats, security) and finances (cash flow, profits), at 

66% and 64% respectively.



Risks related to the brand, reputation, competition, and customer diversification 

(strategic/commercial risks, 49%) are slightly more important than operational risks 

related to HR or business continuity (48%).



SMBs are least worried about legal or regulatory risks (40%), data privacy risks (40%), 

and supply chain risks (21%).

Technology

Financial

C
a

te
g

o
ry

 o
f 

ri
s
k

Types of Risks Most Concering to SMBs

Operational

Data Privacy

Supply Chain

Legal/Regulatory

Strategic/
Commecial

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Categories of Risk that SMBs Worry About
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When thinking about risks they face in 2022, SMBs’ focus shifts slightly. 



Nearly four out of ten small businesses worry about financial risks. Overall, finances 

are a bigger concern than technology and data privacy together. 



Note: There seems to be a difference between general and specific worries when it 

comes to small business risk. SMBs worry generally about the types of risks that are 

covered in the news: cybersecurity, technology risks, etc. But then asked about what 

they’re concerned about in the near future, financial worries top the chart.

Supply Chain

Strategic/

Comme...

Operational

Data Privacy

Legal/

Regulatory

Technology

Financial

4.0%

9.1%

10.1%

12.1% 24.2%

38.4%

2.0%

Risks SMBs Worry About in 2022
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How SMBs Manage

Contract Risk

Contracts are a primary source of risk for small businesses. One contract alone may 

add risk to a business. But every contract signed adds to the business’s overall risk 

profile. 



As we saw earlier in this survey, businesses are more likely to focus on growth than 

risks. And they often value time more than money. 



How does this mindset impact SMBs’ willingness to invest in contract review?

When looking at all surveyed SMBs, 84% are underserved by attorneys. Most are 

comfortable reviewing contracts themselves.

Review it myself 
very thoroughly

Skim it and focus 
on only the 

sections I care 
about

Send it to internal 
or external 

attorney

Just sign it

44%

50%

30%

10%

40%

20%

0%

30%

16%

10%

SMBs’ Approach to Contract Review
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Smaller vs. Larger SMBs

As businesses grow, they tend to formalize processes that were previously managed 

by “gut instinct.” This is especially true for contract management.



Larger SMBs are nearly three times more likely to have an attorney help with 

contract review, compared with smaller SMBs. And nearly a fourth of smaller SMBs 

will sign a contract without reviewing it.

Just sign it

Send it to an attorney

2-10 Employees 11-50 Employees

23%

8%

2%

22%
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Time Spent on Contract 
Review

Most small businesses spend anywhere from one to ten hours reviewing a contract.



Seven out of ten SMBs spend less than five hours reviewing a contract. A little more 

than a third spend 2.5 to 5 hours on each contract they review.

10%

Less than 

1 hour

1 to 2.5 
hours

2.5 to 5 
hours

5 to 10 
hours

10 to 20 
hours

More than 
20 hours

10%

24%

37%

23%

3% 3%

30%

20%

0%

40%

Time spent reviewing a contract

Time typically spent reviewing a contract
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Contract Versions Created 
During Negotiations

During negotiations, redlines often result in multiple versions of the same contract. 



On average, most SMBs go through two to three versions before agreement is 

reached.

20%

0-1 2-3 4-5 6+

14%
10%

74%

60%

40%

0%

80%

Number of Contract Versions Created in Negotiations

How many versions
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Contract Review Tools:

a Viable Option

SMBs must balance the time required for contract review with the cost of hiring an 

attorney. As we’ve already seen, most opt to save money by reviewing contracts 

themselves. But most SMBs are open to alternative solutions.



Nine out of ten SMBs are interested in trying a contract review and risk management 

tool that saves time reviewing contracts and reduces legal risk by providing you with 

a risk score and tailored risk recommendations.

Disclaimer: Contract review tools are no substitute for an attorney. These tools 

supplement legal representation rather than replacing it.

Highly

likely

Somewhat 
likely

Not too likely

Willingness to trial a contract review tool

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

42%

49%

9%
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Summary

SMBs are risk takers. They understand that growing a business is risky, and they’re 

comfortable embracing that reality. But that doesn’t mean they aren’t aware of the 

risks they face.



Most SMBs worry primarily about financial and technological risks. While they care 

about minimizing risk, they’re more likely to prioritize growth over risk management, 

especially when resources are limited.



When making business decisions, small businesses tend to prioritize time over 

money. If they feel they can manage the task, they’re more likely to do it themselves 

than to hire help. We see this in SMBs’ approach to contract review.



While they’re aware that contracts can introduce risk, many small businesses don’t 

prioritize this type of risk management. 



They spend less than five hours reviewing each contract, going through two to three 

versions during negotiations.



Smaller SMBs are most likely to review contracts themselves, if at all. But as they 

grow in size, they’re more likely to hire attorneys to help with contract review and 

negotiations.



That doesn’t mean SMBs aren’t interested in finding a good alternative. They need a 

solution to ease the pain of contract review. An overwhelming majority of small 

businesses are interested in having a contract review tool that saves time reviewing 

contracts and reduces risk with a risk score and tailored risk recommendations.



This solution will allow them to close deals more quickly and give the ability to 

respond immediately when opportunities or challenges arise.
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About Delino

Delino is a smart contract risk management platform helping businesses manage 

risks to accelerate growth. 



Businesses are run on contracts. But contracts contain confusing legal terms and 

require lengthy time to review. As a result, small businesses often struggle to balance 

opportunities against risks. 



Delino is designed specifically for small businesses by seasoned entrepreneurs and 

expert contract attorneys. Delino leverages augmented artificial intelligence (AI) to 

provide automated contract reviews. 



With Delino, small businesses gain peace of mind and save time in lengthy contract 

review through Delino’s smart contract review platform that automatically highlights 

high risk terms and identifies critical missing terms in a contract. 



Delino helps small businesses manage risks through its automatic risk rating and risk 

scoring. Providing actionable insights through Delino’s cascading clause library, 

operational tips, and industry benchmarks, small businesses can now feel confident 

in making decisions to drive better outcomes. 



Delino is building the next-generation LegalTech/ RiskTech solution to address the 

millions of small businesses that are currently underserved by the legal profession.

Learn more and apply to join Delino’s FREE, no-risk beta today.

https://www.delino.io/
https://www.delino.io/

